HOW TO PRINT

- To ensure accurate sizing, this chart must be printed to the correct scale on 8.5” x 11” paper. Page Scaling must be set to “None” or “100%” or “Actual Size”.
- Please place a credit card into the Size Tracker box on chart. If it does not fit the box, you will need to reprint with correct page scaling settings.

HOW TO FIT

1. Begin on a firm, flat surface.
2. Have your child stand up with their foot placed on the designated heel location.
3. Record the first line past the longest toe, for EACH FOOT, in the designated Size Tracker box on right.
4. Select correct size by following the LARGER of the two numbers.
5. Using the chart’s determined size as a starting point, refer to the item specific fit recommendation and Fit Survey sections, below the Add to Cart button, on each item page for final size selection.

NEED HELP?
If you have any questions, please email customerservice@badorfshoe.com or call 1-800-325-1545.

SIZE TRACKER

View Size Chart
Badorfs feels this style runs a ½ size long. If you measure a size 8.0 on our size chart, we recommend you order a size 8.5.

Fit Survey
Runs Small
Runs Large
Runs Shallow
Runs Wide
Limited Support
Great Support
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RIGHT

Place credit card here.

PLACE HEEL HERE FOR LENGTH